
How To: Use a Table Saw 
 

 

Anybody genuine about carpentry or DIY in the end needs to add a table saw to their capacity device 

arms stockpile. Named for the table that bolsters the material being cut, the table saw is a brilliant 

apparatus for making brisk, exact work of dull cutting errands. In case you're in the market for one of 

these wonders or just gotten one for your home workshop, contemplate up here on the most proficient 

method to utilize a table saw to make cuts accurately and securely.  

 

Table Saw Basics  

 

Table saws, which keep running between $300 for a standard model to $700 for a contractual worker 

quality variant, are sold by the measure of the sharp edges they suit. The 10" measure is most normal 

and perfect for most carpentry and carpentry undertakings, yet you'll discover 8" table saws that are 

helpful for little work and 12" forms appropriate to making further cuts on thicker material. The pieces 

of a table saw include:  

 

• A table top of in any event 3'X3' (potentially bigger than 4'X6') with augmentations accessible for 

generally marks. The table, regularly produced using cast steel or cast aluminum, lays on a stand or a 

metal bureau. Most table saws are viewed as stationary power devices, however compact variants with 

foldable legs for simpler moving are accessible.  

 

• An edge that can be raised or brought down by means of a cutting edge tallness wrench  

 

• A tear fence, which is a guide bar situated parallel to the saw edge  

 

• A miter check that helps the client in making crosscuts  

 

• Blade watches that encase the sharp edge while it's slicing to offer a proportion of security on the off 

chance that your fingers draw near to the edge  

 



• Push adheres that enable you to encourage the material through the saw without your fingers drawing 
near to the moving cutting edge  

 

Contingent upon the saw you pick, you may have extra extras, for example, rollers or table expansions 

to help long lengths of wood, vacuum connections, or clasps.  

 

Wellbeing First  

 

Such a large number of end of the week warriors—and professionals—have languished genuine wounds 

over not realizing how to utilize a table saw. If not appropriately dealt with, the material being cut can 

get stuck a dilemma and kicked back, either tossing the material at a high speed toward them or 

twitching it brutally and pulling their fingers toward the cutting edge. To reduce the dangers of kickback:  

 

• Never begin the saw while the material you're cutting is contacting the sharp edge.  

 

• Always utilize the tear fence when making "tear" cuts.  

 

• Always utilize the miter measure, not the tear fence, for crosscuts (the tear fence doesn't offer 
sufficient help).  

 

• Keep material totally level against the table amid the cut.  

 

Notwithstanding the particular security observances to avoid kickback, take the time read the 

producer's wellbeing arrangements and make certain to dependably wear goggles and ear insurance 

while utilizing the table saw. Additionally make sure to unplug the saw before you modify or adjust the 

sharp edge, and don't expel the security watches that accompany the saw.  

 

Making the Cuts  

 

With frill, for example, clasps, stops, and dances, you can make such strength cuts as dado cuts, 

compound edges, and rabbet joints—yet carpenters depend on the table saw most for two essential 



cuts. Tearing, the most well-known utilization of a table saw, includes slicing material to a particular 

width. Crosscutting applies to slicing material to a particular length. Underneath, you'll discover well 

ordered headings for utilizing a table saw to make every one of these basic cuts.  

 

Step by step instructions to Rip  
 

Tearing is the least difficult sliced to make, on account of the table saw's tear fence that acclimates to 

the width of the ideal cut and furthermore fills in as a manual for control the material while cutting.  

 

Stage 1  

 

Unplug the table saw and fit a tear edge (reasonable for the material you're cutting) into the sharp edge 

arbor on the highest point of the table. Alter the sharp edge stature so the highest point of the edge 

rises close to ¼" over the thickness of the material you're cutting. For instance, in case you're tearing 

long bits of wood from ½" pressed wood, set the cutting edge no higher than ¾" over the tabletop.  

 

To do this, utilization the arbor nut wrench that accompanied your table saw to relax the arbor nut (the 

nut that holds the cutting edge set up) and position the tear sharp edge with the teeth confronting the 

front of the table saw. A table saw cutting edge turns towards you, from the top descending, so the 

sharp edges must face the front of the table saw and not the back. Fix the arbor nut cozily.  

 

Stage 2  

 

Position the tear fence by discharging the locking switch on the facade of the fence, which bolts the 

fence into spot, and after that sliding it so its internal edge coordinates the ideal width of the cut. Your 

table saw has a ruler on the front to help position the fence, yet don't depend entirely on the ruler for 

estimating your cut. Utilize an exactness measuring tape and measure the separation from the fence to 

the nearest edge of a saw cutting edge tooth. Saw edge teeth interchange, one toward the left and 

afterward one toward the right. By estimating to the nearest edge, you'll represent the measure of 

wood the sharp edge will remove (called the kerf) amid the cut.  

 

Stage 3  



 

Fitting in the table saw and spot the material to be cut on the table, lined up with the tear fence, 

however don't enable the material to contact the edge until you've turned on the saw and the cutting 

edge achieves full speed. In the event that the material reaches the edge before the edge achieves 

cutting rate, it a beyond any doubt formula for kickback.  

 

Stage 4  

 

Guide the material gradually yet immovably along the tear fence with one or two hands, whichever is 

important to control the material, keeping it level along the table top and cozily lined up with the fence. 

While tearing extensive, thick sheets, you'll frequently need to utilize two hands to manage the material 

toward the begin, and afterward change to one hand as the cut nears fruition. In the event that the 

material is long and stretches out past the back of the table, either utilize a table augmentation to help 

it or have a partner bolster it as you slice to keep the material level consistently. Try not to relinquish 

the material and stroll around to the back of the table saw, which may make the material lift off the 

table, expanding the danger of kickback.  

 

Stage 5  

 

Utilize a push stick when important to fend off your fingers from the moving edge. A push stick is 

intended to manage the material when you're making tight tears that would put your fingers inside a 

couple of creeps of the sharp edge. Try not to risk it—generally utilize a push stick.  

 

Step by step instructions to Crosscut  

 

When making crosscuts on a table saw, it's fundamental to recollect not to utilize the tear fence a guide. 

The tear fence settles long lengths, however most crosscuts are made on genuinely restricted material—
slicing it down the middle or removing the finish of a board, for instance. Insufficient of the material is 

accessible to fit along the tear fence amid crosscuts so endeavoring to utilize the fence expands the 

danger of hazardous kickbacks. Rather, utilize a miter measure.  

 

A miter check includes a guide fence to settle the material and a bar that fits into one of the profound 

furrows on the table's surface. At the point when the bar is fitted into a notch, the entire miter measure 

slides from the front to the back of the table saw so you can control the cut. It additionally includes a 



protractor-like guide that is customizable by releasing a handle and after that choosing the right edge 

before retightening the handle. Once in a while, the miter measure that accompanies a table saw is a 

little on the lightweight side. On the off chance that you intend to complete a ton of crosscutting, 

consider putting resources into a secondary selling miter measure that is progressively significant. Then 

again, you can utilize a miter sled (see "Note" underneath).  

 

Stage 1  

 

Unplug the table saw and addition a crosscut cutting edge into the table considered arbor to be 

depicted above in Step 1 of "How to Rip."  

 

Stage 2  

 

Change the protractor control on miter measure to make either straight or mitered (calculated) 

crosscuts.  

 

Stage 3  

 

Position and adjust the material along the front edge of the miter check, utilizing cinches if important to 

verify it set up.  

 

Stage 4  

 

Attachment in the table saw and turn it on yet don't give the wood a chance to contact the sharp edge 

until the cutting edge is turning at full speed.  

 

Stage 5  

 

Cautiously slide the whole miter measure and the material you're slicing forward gradually and 

cautiously through the moving sharp edge.  



 

Stage 6  

 

Turn the table saw off before recovering cut off pieces of material close to the sharp edge.  

 

Note: You may wish to utilize a reseller's exchange miter sled to help your material amid crosscuts. A 

miter sled looks like a shallow rectangular box with pre-cut spaces in the base, which enable you to 

position the material in the sled and after that slide the whole sled over the table while cutting. You 

don't really need to get one, however. Numerous carpenters make their very own miter sleds, and you 

can discover free nitty gritty plans on the web. Making a miter sled may be an incredible first 

undertaking for your new table saw! 
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